In this paper, we examine free products of (not necessarily injective) von Neumann algebras with respect to states that, in contrast to the cases studied in [5] , need not be traces. Our main theorem gives sufficient conditions for the free product to be a factor, and using it we are also able to make conclusions about the type of the free product factor. Similarly to the results of [5] , for factoriality of the free product it suffices that the original algebras not be too "lumpy," i.e. not have big minimal projections. However, in contrast to [5] , the sufficient conditions given here are far from necessary for factoriality. Connes' Tinvariant is computed for the free product factor in terms of the original algebras and states, and this allows one to determine, in the case of separable preduals, if the free product factor is type III, and to gain Information about its classification äs type III . Roughly speaking, the pattern for the type classification obtained is that äs long äs the states with respect to which we take the free product are not all traces, we get a type III factor, and it is type III A , where we are able to specify to within a choice of two values, one of which is 0.
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12) = 0, V y Oii) = γ-~λ and ιρ λ (β 22 ) = j-^-for some 0<1<1, then the free product of a diffuse abelian von Neumann algebra with (M 2 (C), tp A ) is a type III A factor having a discrete decomposition given by the appropriate subgroup of the 1-parameter group from [10] .
See also the related work of L. Barnett [1] .
One of A. Connes' great achievements is bis classification of type III factors in terms of trace scaling automorphisms of type 11^ factors [2] . The type III factors are differentiated s type III λ (Ο ^ λ ^ 1). Recall that bis invariant S(Ji) is the intersection of the spectra of the modular operators Δ φ , s φ ranges over the set of all normal, semifinite, faithful (n.s.f.) weights on M. The Connes classification is then that [12] , 27.2). Thus for a given factor M with separable predual, knowing T(Ji) allows one to decide if Ji is type III, and if so to specify the Λ-classification to within a choice of at most two, one of which is III 0 .
Definition 0. Let φ be an n.s.f. weight on a von Neumann algebra Ji, and let (of) teK be the resulting modular automorphism group of Ji. We define which is clearly an additive subgroup of T(Jt}. Note that since tt-*af is continuous in the pointwise-strong topology on Aut(^), we have that I(Jt><$) is a closed subgroup of i?.
Our main theorem shows that for "most" families of von Neumann algebras with states ((^, φ,))^/, if (Jt> φ) = * (M^ </>,) is their free product, then
In § l, we prove a certainly well known result about the modular automorphism group of a free product. In § 2 we define a technical quantity, called the expansion factor of a von Neumann algebra with a specified state, prove some lemmas about this quantity and prove our main theorem. In § 3 the expansion factors of several von Neumann algfebras are calculated, allowing one to decide when the hypotheses of our main theorem are satisfied. In § 4 appear examples of specific results that follow from the main theorem, and also some limitations of the main theorem.
Acknowledgement. I would like to express my thanks to M.Takesaki for helpful comments. § 1. The modular automorphism group of a free product Let us review the construction of the free product of von Neumann algebras [15] and then show that the modular automorphism (with respect to the free product state) is the free product of the modular automorphisms of the original algebras. This result has surely been known since Voiculescu in [l 5] found the modular operator for a free product algebra. Let (Ji^ <^) ie/ be a family of von Neumann algebras with specified faithful normal states. Our notation for the GNS construction is ^ = L 2 (Jt t , 0 t ) with Ji l 9 χ Η-» £ e ^, and the distinguished vector l is denoted by £ r The Hubert algebra 2l, = (Λ^)~ = ^ίζ ι is dense in Jff^ and we have the left representation π ι of Ji l on ffl^ given by n t (a)Jt = (ax) . The modular operator, \on Jtf^, is the unbounded positive operator constructed in the following way (see [14] , [13] ). The conjugation operator, S 19 is the closure of the unbounded operator defined by 5 t (i) = (x*f . Then Δ, = S*S r Note that Δ,«*, = ξ,.
Consider the free product of Hubert spaces (with distinguished vectors) ieJ given by
where jf, is the orthocomplement of ξ ι in jf t . We often identify JTJ with €ξ Θ Λ", £ JV. There are injective, unital, normal *-homomorphisms λ, : Ji l -> (Jf ), where λ ι (α) acts essentially "on the first component" of each tensor product in (1). To be precise, for χ e ker φ ι and ζ 1 ® · · · ® ζ η e jfr^ (g) · · · ® Jf >ti we have
and of course in the first case of the second equation above, if n = l we take Then the free product von Neumann algebra is Jt = ((J ^(./ ',))" and has free product ie/ state φ(χ) = <jc£, {>. We write (M, φ) = # (u?" </>,). For ease of notation we often suppress the λ ι and simply think of M l c M. We sometimes write χ = π (Χ) for xeJi acting on to emphasize the fact that M acts "on the left." Then 3tf = L 2 (Ji, φ) and 9l = JT = is a Hubert algebra containing the dense subspace (this was first proved in [15] Proof. Let α e 3P (x) Ji be left-right ^-equivariant, and let j/ be a maximal abelian subalgebra (M ASA) in Jt. It is a well known result [6] that there is a conditional expectation of norm l, E\M-*$i. Let J^ = L 2 (X φ|^) g Jf and £a = £ ο α |^ : ^ -> jrfl Although £a is a bounded linear function and ||£α|| <ί ||α||, in general Εαφ3Κ^® stf. However Ex is left-right j/-equivariant. Indeed, we have for a e stf and η e ^ that 
First note that for χ e M we have E(x) \# = (P^ ο χ)\
Hence for v e Ji^, (Εα)(-)υ = (P^oa(·))», so (6) Thus £a e J^. ® Jf and ||£a|| HS^ ||a|| HS . A particular case of (6) (9) is an element of ^ ® Ji k sending e jfr k to zero while the left hand side sends a to some multiple of l plus <ώ, <5> b, which is nonzero, a contradiction. Hence X must be nonzero and Lemma 2.9 is proved. α Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5, this gives a contradiction to e $f. α
Proof of Theorem 2.5. To prove the factoriality of M it suffices to show that any unitary u that is in the center of M must be a constant. However, such a unitary satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.6, so is constant. To prove (7), suppose / e T(J(}, i.e. σ ί = Ad tt , u eUK Of course σ ( preserves φ, and by Theorem l we know that a t sends î nto Λ?, (ι = 1,2), so again by Proposition 2.6 we must have that u is constant, so that
/ e I(M, φ). Thus T(J() = I(Ji, φ). But also by Theorem l we have the last equality in (7). D § 3. Calculations
In this section we calculate the expansion factors of various algebras. Actually, the methods used here allow one, with a bit of work, to calculate ef(M, φ) for any pair (Jt, φ). But since Theorem 2.5 is sufficient but not necessary for factoriality (see Remark 4.1), It would not be rewarding to compute ef(Jt, φ) for the most general (Ji, φ). We compute enough special cases to show (Lemma 3.2) that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied in gratifyingly many cases, and also to illustrate some of the limitations of Theorem 2.5 (see Remark 4.1). 
where if λ ι = -we take the right hand side of (11) to be i.
Proof. We will use the method described in Remark 2.2 to calculate the expansion factor. i.e. the infimum of subject to (13) . l l When λ 1 ^ -, clearly F^ l everywhere, and for the special case λ 1 = -we can choose c l = 4 and c l = 0 for 2 ^i^n to give F= l, so the infimum equals l, s required. We may thus assume henceforth that λ± φ -.
Let us show that it suffices to find the infimum of F subject to (l 3) for (c,^ <, < w e ΛΡ Λ . F', then multiples of them also satisfy C' = 0 and give F ; s large and negative s we please, enough to make Fitseifnegative. This is a contradiction, since F, being the square-norm of a vector, must be nonnegative. Hence we may assume c l e R VL In order to use the method of Lagrange multipliers, we need to know that the infimum of F subject to (13) occurs at a relative minimum of F on the manifold defined by (13) . For λ ί < -, this is obvious, since it is then clear that F-> +00 s (c I ) 1^I^n -> oo. l 2 For λ ι > -we proceed s follows. For sefllet V (s) denote the minimum value of F subject to (13) with the value of c l fixed to be s. We will show that F(^) -> +00 ass-> ±00.
It is clear that with c x fixed, F-* + oo s (c l ) 2^,^" -» oo, so we may use the method of Lagrange multipliers to find V (s). We have We must show that i.e. We are now justified in using the method of Lagrange multipliers to find the minimum of (14) subject to the constraint (13) . From (15) and (16) we see that the minimum value of V occurs when for some r e M. From (13) , φ) has the same expansion factor s what we get when we replace s/ 2 by a diffuse commutative von Neumann algebra, so we assume without loss of generality that «a/ 2 is commutative. Then there is a commutative subalgebra ^ M having no minimal projections e E 36 with φ^}> -and a conditional expectation E\Ji^3S such that φ ° E = φ. Indeed, since ^ is a direct sum of type I factors, we need only see that a type I factor Jf with faithful state ψ has a commutative subalgebra ^ e Jf and a ip-preserving conditional expectation of Jf onto <&. However, ψ(·) = Tr(A-)> where Tr is a faithful trace on Jf and where h e ^T is a positive trace-class operator, each of whose spectral projections is a finite projection. Let ^ be the MASA containing all the spectral projections of h. Let (β,) ιε/ be the set of minimal projections of ^ and let E\Jf~* <% be E(x) = £ \p(e l xe l )e l . Then £ is a φ-preserving 
for C M eC. In Jf we have p si || 2 = 0(e* f O = #(e") = A f and Ρ ξ (^) = δ Μ λ ρ ξ, so we get
Now ef(4,0) 2 will equal the infimum of K=l over <C" 2 subject to the constraint C= We can easily show that we may restrict ourselves to considering (c p ) l^p^n elK n , exactly s we did in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Also s in the proof of Lemma 3.1, the infimum of V on the manifold defined by (19) clearly occurs at a local minimum if λ^ < -/=, but we need to argue further to show this , . 2π -" 2n _" 2π ŵ here 0 < v < l is such that --Z = ---Zn --Z.
In v In λ In μ
Proof. Since, given two von Neumann algebras having separable preduals, their free product von Neumann algebra is faithfully represented on a separable Hubert space, it too has separable predual. We know from Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.2 that the free product von Neumann algebras in the cases given above are factors, so their Γ-invariants being not ff$ implies that the factor is type III. To prove (iii), note that the modular automorphism group defined with respect to a trace is the identity, so I(B, \p) = K. In the cases described in part (iv), we have clearly that the T-invariant of the free product factor equals {0}, implying that the factor is type III , where τ is a faithful trace on the diffuse Abelian von Neumann algebra L (Z), we have that Ji is a type III factor and that T (M) = -; --Z, so that M is either type III A or type III 0 . R dulescu has shown that -In/i it is type III A and has further described Ji in terms of a discrete decomposition for it.
When the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied for a free product of algebras with states for which we can compute the 7-invariants, we can use (23) and (7) to make conclusions about the A-classification of the free product factor, similarly to what we did in 
